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The Tomb of Hercules
In this richly illustrated style guide from an unabashed hoarder of all things beautiful, design editor and entertaining expert
Eddie Ross reveals his insider secrets to creating exciting interiors, table settings and parties with chic and accessible finds
that celebrate who you are and what you love. Featuring never-before-published photographs of Eddie’s own homes—his
eclectic apartment in New York and Pine Hill Farm in Connecticut—Modern Mix cracks the code to navigating thrift shops,
yard sales and flea markets with confidence. Funny and insightful, Eddie is like a trusted friend on the front lines of flea
markets and thrifting, telling you what to look for, where to find it and how to restore it. Then he shows you how to use
color and pattern to infuse your finds with a fresh, playful spirit, combining high and low, new and old, classic and modern
elements into a warm and inviting style that expresses your personality. In each of the book’s eight chapters—Inspire,
Discover, Acquire, Restore, Curate, Mix, Style and Entertain—Eddie builds upon the essential insights he reveals at every
turn, culminating in a gorgeous grand finale of gawk-worthy rooms, table settings, bars, buffets and parties. With more than
350 full-color photographs, time-saving tips and real-life shortcuts to decorating and entertaining beautifully on a budget,
Modern Mix will open your eyes to the extraordinary possibilities within your reach and inspire you to live every day
colorfully and creatively.

Doing the Washing
A good man is hard to find, as the famous 1919 song by Eddie Green attests, but the pioneering Black filmmaker, movie
star, Old Time Radio icon, and composer established himself as the living portrait of all that is admirable. His legacy now
inspires a whole new generation. In an era when Black entertainers struggled to gain a foothold in show business, Eddie
Green rivaled Oscar Micheaux for honors as a pioneering Black filmmaker. Audiences from The Apollo to Broadway
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propelled Eddie into two of America's most popular long-running radio series. From poverty to prominence, he accomplished
more than most people could dream. Discover Eddie's rags-to-riches story as told by his daughter. Her years of research
have unearthed long-buried revelations and enlightening images that testify to one man's determination to rise above all
obstacles and triumph against all odds through five decades from Vaudeville to television and then into the stuff of legends.
The sands of time may have buried his name, but Eddie Green's laughter still echoes around the world. Thanks to this firstever biography, a good man is no longer hard to find. Illustrated. Appendices include songs written by Eddie Green; the
radio programs and movies in which he appeared; the movies he wrote, produced, and directed; rare script excerpts.

Splash!
A flower garden is a place to daydream, make wishes, quiet the mind, or spark imagination. Bring this special space indoors
by making a floral art quilt using fusible appliqué and machine embroidery techniques. Learn how to develop your own vivid
designs and then choose the best fabrics, threads, and embellishments to create special effects that bring your flowers to
life. With Ellen’s innovative no-pattern approach, you’ll be on your way to becoming a master art quilter just like her!

Believe Me
Azzi and her parents are in danger. They have to leave their home and escape to another country on a frightening journey
by car and boat. In the new country they must learn to speak a new language, find a new home and Azzi must start a new
school. With a kind helper at the school, Azzi begins to learn English and understand that she is not the only one who has
had to flee her home. She makes a new friend, and with courage and resourcefulness, begins to adapt to her new life. But
Grandma has been left behind and Azzi misses her more than anything. Will Azzi ever see her grandma again? Drawing on
her own experience of working among refugee families, renowned author and illustrator Sarah Garland tells, with
tenderness and humour, an exciting adventure story to be enjoyed by readers of all ages. Endorsed by Amnesty
International.

Eddie Trunk's Essential Hard Rock and Heavy Metal
AN INCREDIBLE DISCOVERY. A MERCILESS FOE. A DEADLY RACE FOR THE TRUTH. Off a remote stretch of the Indonesian
coast, archaeologist Nina Wilde has made an astounding discovery: an artifact that will rewrite everything that’s known
about human history. But before she can return to tell the world of her find, her ship is brutally attacked, her crew is
ruthlessly murdered, and the artifact is stolen. Someone wants this secret to stay hidden—and will do anything to keep it
that way. From the depths of the ocean to the Australian outback to the halls of the United Nations, Nina and her fiancé, exPage 2/12
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SAS bodyguard Eddie Chase, embark on a quest to stop the all-powerful Covenant of Genesis, a clandestine group sworn to
keep Nina’s discovery a secret. Nina and Eddie have faced tough adversaries before, but the relentless Covenant is always
two steps ahead of them—and more than willing to kill again. Who will be the first to expose the truth—and claim the most
valuable archaeological prize of all time? Enter The Covenant of Genesis And discover an action-packed thrill ride that will
keep you reading long into the night! From the Paperback edition.

Five against One
When Mum, Tom, Tilly, Lily and Eddie decide to go on holiday, a camping trip sounds like the ideal break. After setting up
camp, there are lots of adventures ahead for Eddie and his family - cooking over a camp-fire, making the camp shipshape
and exploring the nearby beach. In town, Eddie meets a new friend Max and his dog Bouncer. But when Bouncer goes
missing in the middle of a storm, Eddie will need all his survival skills to find the dog - and his way back to camp!

The Covenant of Genesis
An autobiographical novel about growing up gay in a working-class town in Picardy. “Every morning in the bathroom I would
repeat the same phrase to myself over and over again . . . Today I’m really gonna be a tough guy.” Growing up in a poor
village in northern France, all Eddy Bellegueule wanted was to be a man in the eyes of his family and neighbors. But from
childhood, he was different—“girlish,” intellectually precocious, and attracted to other men. Already translated into twenty
languages, The End of Eddy captures the violence and desperation of life in a French factory town. It is also a sensitive,
universal portrait of boyhood and sexual awakening. Like Karl Ove Knausgaard or Edmund White, Édouard Louis writes from
his own undisguised experience, but he writes with an openness and a compassionate intelligence that are all his own. The
result—a critical and popular triumph—has made him the most celebrated French writer of his generation.

Eddie Green - The Rise of an Early 1900s Black American Entertainment Pioneer
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Izzard is one of the funniest people alive, a talented actor, a sharp cross-dresser, an
experienced marathon runner, and a great writer. You will have to read this if only to find out what a jazz chicken is.”—The
Philadelphia Inquirer With his brand of keenly intelligent humor that ranges from world history to historical politics, sexual
politics, mad ancient kings, and chickens with guns, Eddie Izzard has built an extraordinary fan base that transcends age,
gender, and race. Writing with the same candor and insight evident in his comedy, he reflects on a childhood marked by the
loss of his mother, boarding school, and alternative sexuality, as well as a life in comedy, film, politics, running and
philanthropy. Honest and generous, Believe Me is an inspired account of a very singular life thus far.
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Plants Feed Me
Eddy doesn't want to go to the woods for a picnic with Mum. He's scared that the huge hungry bear who lives there will
make a picnic out of him

Doing the Garden
In the 1970s, a decade before bumper stickers and T-shirts bearing the phrase Eddie Would Go began popping up all over
the Hawaiian islands and throughout the surfing world, Eddie Aikau was proving what it meant to be a "waterman." As a
fearless and gifted surfer, he rode the biggest waves in the world; as the first and most famous Waimea Bay lifeguard on
the North Shore, he saved hundreds of lives from its treacherous waters; and as a proud Hawaiian, he sacrificed his life to
save the crew aboard the voyaging canoe Hokule'a. Eddie Would Go is the compelling story of Eddie Aikau's legendary life
and legacy, a pipeline into the exhilarating world of surfing, and an important chronicle of the Hawaiian Renaissance and
the emergence of modern Hawaii.

Going to Playschool
The Surprise Garden
After sowing unmarked seeds, three youngsters wait expectantly for their garden to grow.

Oklahoma Proud!
A rollicking urban folk tale follows Eddie, who unleashes the power of spaghetti to solve any problem, as he becomes a
neighborhood hero and finds the perfect sidekick in a spaghetti-loving dog. Reprint.

Thread Magic Garden
What if the monsters from your favorite horror books were real? Eddie Fennicks has always been a loner, content to lose
himself in a mystery novel by his favorite author, Nathaniel Olmstead. That’s why moving to the small town of Gatesweed
becomes a dream come true when Eddie discovers that Olmstead lived there before mysteriously disappearing thirteen
years ago. Even better, Eddie finds a handwritten, never-before-seen Nathaniel Olmstead book printed in code and
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befriends Harris, who’s as much an Olmsteady as he is. But then the frightening creatures of Olmstead’s books begin to
show up in real life, and Eddie’s dream turns into a nightmare. Eddie, Harris, and their new friend, Maggie, must break
Olmstead’s code, banish all gremlins and monster lake-dogs from the town of Gatesweed, and solve the mystery of the
missing author, all before Eddie’s mom finishes writing her own tale of terror and brings to life the scariest creature of all.
From the Hardcover edition.

Grandpa's Garden
Eddie longs for a friend who likes adventure and finds the perfect match in Dog.

The Five People You Meet in Heaven
Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived, in his mind, an uninspired life. His job is fixing rides at a seaside
amusement park. On his 83rd birthday, a tragic accident kills him, as he tries to save a little girl from a falling cart. He
awakes in the afterlife, where he learns that heaven is not a destination. It's a place where your life is explained to you by
five people, some of whom you knew, others who may have been strangers. One by one, from childhood to soldier to old
age, Eddie's five people revisit their connections to him on earth, illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life, and
revealing the haunting secret behind the eternal question: "Why was I here?"

Poetry Decaffed: More Verses about Life
Relates the adventures of Tex the cowboy and his remarkable horse Gloria.

The Curious Garden
Cool gardening projects for kids, with the experts at the RHS, in ebook format Get your child in the garden, get sowing and
harvesting and they will learn to grow all kinds of plants, vegetables and fruits quickly and easily! No need to wait months
for results: they'll be able to follow the simple instructions to raise fantastic plants in twelve weeks or much less. Soon
they'll have tasty tomatoes and delicious strawberries, pretty marigolds and sprouting seeds ready to eat in a week. There
are fun projects, too: from making a pizza garden and growing a fairy ring, to designing a wildlife windowbox. And you don't
even need a garden: there are lots of ideas for using containers, baskets and boxes. So get ready, get steady and get
growing!
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Eddie Wen' Go
Create epic feasts for game days at home with this full-color cookbook from former NFL star and celebrity chef Eddie
Jackson that includes 100 fresh and inventive recipes for tailgating at home. There’s nothing like day full of football and
great food. While many fans tailgate on game days—gathering in the stadium parking lot to grill and eat with family and
friends—the real fun of the weekend for former pro-football star and celebrity chef Eddie Jackson is “homegating”: throwing
a party in your own living room or den. With homegating, the party doesn’t have to stop once the game starts. Game-Day
Eats combines Eddie’s two greatest passions—cooking and football—in one hearty cook’s playbook. Eddie gives you more
than 100 recipes centered around eating, drinking, and spending time with friends while enjoying the game at home. The
key to a great homegate is food that can be cooked while spending time with your guests. Because you’re cooking in your
own kitchen, you can go way beyond brats, chili, and cheeseburgers. With Game-Day Eats you can enjoy mouthwatering
Roasted Tomatillo Nachos and Spicy Pesto Wings as well as fun surprises like Citrus Beer Floats and Eddie’s patented
Savory Pizza Bombs. Eddie shows how anyone at any culinary skill level can create festive feasts any day of the week. Each
inventive and hearty recipe includes steps that can be done ahead of time or prepped very quickly so that you don’t miss a
play—whether your gathering for a traditional Sunday afternoon or for a weeknight game. With influences from his pro
days, his culinary escapades, and his NFL buddies like Ken Hamlin and Quinton Caver, the food in Game-Day Eats is sure to
win over your favorite crowd. Game-Day Eats is illustrated with 150-175 full color photos throughout.

RHS Ready, Steady, Grow!
Billy learns about gardening from his grandfather. Includes gardening tips.

Eddie's Garden
What really happened to Eddie Aikau? In her inspirational children's book, Eddie Wen' Go: The Story of the Upside-Down
Canoe, former Hokule'a crewmember Marion Lyman-Mersereau imagines what Hawai'i's ocean creatures saw when the
voyaging canoe capsized and the heroic Aikau went for help.Illustrated in lavish watercolor by Melissa DeSica, the 64-page
hardcover book tells the story of the Hokule'a's disastrous journey--over 30 years ago--from the canoe's launch to the
crewmembers' rescue.The colorful cast of characters--including a wise grandmother whale and her curious grandson, a
sassy young dolphin, a tough pidgin-speaking shark, and a free-spirited 'iwa (frigate bird)--share in the telling of the story,
with liberal use of Hawaiian words and phrases. Each of the older animals take their turn in relating their part in the tale,
the events they saw, or the family lore handed down about the "upside-down canoe" and the brave human who went for
help.Together, the animals come to a conclusion about what happened to Eddie: "As long as there's an ocean and creatures
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in it, that's where Eddie will be." Eddie's example, the animals remind us, challenges us all to live courageously and to use
our own gifts to be of service to others.

Spaghetti Eddie
Describes how Eddie, with help from his mother, planted and grew a garden, and concludes with information about how
readers could grow their own gardens. Reprint.

Jews Without Mercy
Sarah Garland's classic series of pre-school books look at every aspect of busy, noisy, muddly family life.In Doing the
Washing we join the family as they load up the washing machine, hang up the wet clothes and enjoy a well-earned story
and cup of tea when all the work is done.

The Stone Child
In this latest entry in Jacqueline Winspear’s acclaimed, bestselling mystery series—“less whodunits than why-dunits, more
P.D. James than Agatha Christie” (USA Today)—Maisie Dobbs takes on her most personal case yet, a twisting investigation
into the brutal killing of a street peddler that will take her from the working-class neighborhoods of her childhood into
London’s highest circles of power. Perfect for fans of A Lesson in Secrets, The Mapping of Love and Death, or other Maisie
Dobbs mysteries—and an ideal place for new readers to enter the series—Elegy for Eddie is an incomparable work of
intrigue and ingenuity, full of intimate descriptions and beautifully painted scenes from between the World Wars, from one
of the most highly acclaimed masters of mystery, Jacqueline Winspear.

Billy and Belle
“Eddie Trunk is one of the greatest true rock-and-roll fans I’ve ever met. He hears it, sees it from all angles, with an
unusually unbiased point of view.” —Slash “Eddie’s a true flag-waving defender of all things rock.” —Bret Michaels “Eddie’s
name should be spelled M-E-T-A-L. All of us should be thanking him because he has kept this scene alive for everyone.”
—Ronnie James Dio In the much-anticipated sequel to the bestselling Eddie Trunk’s Essential Hard Rock and Heavy Metal,
Trunk picks up where he left off by featuring 35 new bands, both legendary and forgotten, and sharing his passion for all
things metal. Complete with his favorite playlists, band discographies, memorabilia, trivia, and more than 200 color
photographs, this new book combines brief band histories with Trunk’s unique personal experiences and anecdotes in a
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must-read for all fans of rock and roll. Featuring a diverse lineup, from Marilyn Manson and Ace Frehley to Lita Ford and
Whitesnake, Volume 2 salutes all those who are ready to rock!

Eddie's Kingdom
Frances Lincoln are delighted to reissue Sarah Garland's classic picture book series featuring a warm and very down-toearth family as they go about their daily life. Doing the Garden follows the family as they go to the garden centre, choose
their flowers and seeds and even a tree. They come home, work together in the garden and are finished in time for tea.

Eddie's Choice
Sarah Garland's classic series of pre-school books look at every aspect of busy, noisy, muddly family life. In Going
Swimming we join the family as they negotiate the changing rooms, persuade the baby to join them in the pool and have
lots of fun splashing about together. And guess who doesn't want to get out again when it's going home time?

Azzi in Between
Eddie and Dog
Two families visit a playschool where the children play games, dress in costumes, and listen to a story before returning
home.

It's the Bear!
Billy and Belle are awaiting their new baby brother or sister, the latest addition to their family. When it is time for their mom
to have the baby, Belle is allowed to go to school with Billy. Everything goes smoothly until Belle gets into some humorous
trouble with her pet spider. The depiction of a mixed race family is a good reflection of contemporary society for young
readers who are starting to learn about the world around them through books.

Elegy for Eddie
This collection of Eddie's light verse, Poetry Decaffed, completes a trilogy which began with Poetry Lite and continued with
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Poetry Free Range. Verses in all three collections touch lightly, briefly and often humorously on life. He writes of this
volume: These verses will neither excite nor disturb, But you have to admit that the cover's superb. And he does hope that
at least, they will bring you a smile.

Let's Grow a Garden
This New York Times bestselling modern classic explores the perennial topic of environmentalism in an urban world, from
the creator of The Wild Robot and Mr. Tiger Goes Wild One boy's quest for a greener world one garden at a time. While out
exploring one day, a little boy named Liam discovers a struggling garden and decides to take care of it. As time passes, the
garden spreads throughout the dark, gray city, transforming it into a lush, green world. This is an enchanting tale with
environmental themes and breathtaking illustrations that become more vibrant as the garden blooms. Red-headed Liam
can also be spotted on every page, adding a clever seek-and-find element to this captivating picture book.

Modern Mix
Sink your teeth into the plants that feed the world—flowers, fruits, seeds, and all! With its simple text and bright, appealing
illustrations, this book is perfect for young readers learning about where their food comes from. Clearly-labeled diagrams
show the different parts of plants we use and eat—leaves of spinach and cabbage, the roots of carrot plants, and the wide
variety of fruits, such as apples, berries, and tomatoes. Plants Feed Me explores the different types of seeds we eat—
beans, nuts, rice, and even how wheat is ground into flour and used to make many other types of food. Smiling children
pick fruits and vegetables, and learn how plants grow from seeds, stretching toward the sky for sun and into the earth for
nutrients. This celebration of fruits, vegetables, and more is sure to get kids interested in what's on their plates!

Eddie Would Go
When growing hatred and division unleashed by a recent election reach his high school, senior Eddie Barajas takes a stand
against racism. Now, white supremacists are targeting him, and old fears rise up to haunt him, challenging all of his coping
skills. What are the right choices to make, and can Eddie make them? In this stand-alone sequel to SHUT UP, where he was
a victim of sexual abuse as a young boy, Eddie experiences his first love and learns what it means to be a true American.

The End of Eddy
Enjoy stories of Oklahoma from the Great Chiefs to the Land Run! Travel down Historic Route 66, visit the Oil Boom, and
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discover the people, places, history, and feeling of the West through the poetry of Eddie D. Wilcoxen. Celebrate the
Oklahoma Centennial with this collection of heartwarming historical Oklahoma poetry you will be glad to share with your
family and friends.

Tex the Cowboy
After Eddie draws a picture of his apartment building neighbors, they all begin to get along with each other.

Game-Day Eats
A group of young gardeners share the fun of growing their own vegetables.

Eddie's Moving Day
Splash in the bowl, splash on the cat Baby loves nothing more than splashing around and making a mess. This baby board
book helps parents encourage the fun by following an infant through splashing activities. Written in simple text and
featuring soft watercolor illustrations, Splash is perfect way to engage parent and child in bathtime bonding.

Going Swimming
AN ANCIENT WARRIOR. AN INCREDIBLE TREASURE. A LETHAL ENEMY. It’s the opportunity of a lifetime–the chance to prove
that a tomb containing the remains of the legendary hero Hercules actually exists. If American archaeologist Nina Wilde can
locate it, it will be the most important historical find ever unearthed. But as Nina and her ex-SAS bodyguard, Eddie Chase,
begin their search, it’s clear that others want to find the tomb–and the unimaginable riches within–and will do anything to
get there first. Who will find the tomb of Hercules first, and what fantastic treasure does it hold? From New York to
Shanghai, from Switzerland to the diamond mines of Botswana, Nina and Eddie must stay one step ahead of their enemies
in a race to solve a mystery as ancient as civilization itself. But when a beautiful woman from Eddie’s past joins the hunt, all
the rules change–and in this life-and-death game, their next move may be the most dangerous one of all. From the
Paperback edition.

Eddie's Tent
More than any other band, Pearl Jam embodies the alternative style that dominates rock today. From their early days as
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fame-ducking grunge pioneers, through their headline-making battle with Ticketmaster, to their current status as selfassured survivors, Five Against One brings to life Pearl Jam's tumultuous ascent to superstardom in rich detail. A compelling
portrait of the band's elusive leader Eddie Vedder and family photos never seen before by the public make this a must-have
for every Pearl Jam fan.
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